












Headphones Jack

There are two phones jacks, speaker is shut off when
headphone is plugged into one of the phones jacks, the
other one is speaker sound is always on when headphone
is plugged. Speaker is shut off when a pair of headphones
connected to the two jacks.

Cautions!

Never use the headphone with high volume, as it may
hurt your ear.
To prevent the damage of the speakers, ensure that the
volume is set to the minimum level before connecting the
power and other devices.

Connections

Power Jack

Setting Music Rest

This piano can be powered by current from a standard
household wall outlet by using the specified AC adaptor.
The power jack is located on the rear panel of the piano
body.
Make sure that only the AC adaptor specified for this piano
is used.
The adaptor shall be 12V DC output, and center positive type.
Make sure to turn off the piano before you connect the
adaptor into the AC wall outlet and the cord into the unit.

A music stand is supplied with the keyboard. You can
easily attach it to the instrument by inserting it into the
slots at the rear of the panel.
Please set up the music rest as shown:

Cautions

Use of another type of adaptor creates a danger of fire and
electrical shock. For safety sake, make sure to unplug the
AC adaptor from the wall outlet whenever leaving the piano
unattended for a long time or during a thunderstorm.
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AUX OUT Jack

Cautions!

To avoid damaging the speakers, please ensure that volume
has set to the minimum level before connecting the power
and other devices.

When you want to listen to the voice with an amplifier,
connect amplifiers to the AUX OUT L/MONO and R jacks
on the rear panel. The volume is adjusted with the VOLUME
button. (For monaural playback, use the L/MONO jack.
For stereo playback, connect both L/MONO and R jacks.)
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Recognizing Chords

Style Control
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Default mode for A.B.C. is off on the keyboard.

Press button to turn on this "auto bass

chord" function. The left section of the keyboard is known

as the "chord area", while playing the chord, both the bass

and the chord voices sound.

[CHORD MODE]

There are 2 ways to detect the chord: single finger detect and multi finger detect ." " " "

Single Finger

If the chord played is based on "multi finger detect", it is recognized as the "multi finger chords".

If not, "single finger chord" will be recognized.

Single finger type not only can detect single finger but also
can detect multi finger. And the single finger makes it easily
to play chords through only one, two or three keys.
Including major, minor, seventh, and minor seventh chord.
Refer to relevant picture on the right for details.

Multi Finger

Multi finger type only can recognize those chords
have listed in the chord list, and also can be found
in the dictionary function.

When A.B.C. is on, press the keys on the left of split point.

The chord will be recognized as single

finger chords.

Since the chord detection of A.B.C. is based on the Chord Root

priority, some chords that could be played under the Chord Dictio-

nary may not be recognised by A.B.C. , eg. B6 bB6 B6(9)

bB6 9 Baug bBaug bBm6 Bm6 Adim7 bBdim7 Bdim.
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Style Control

Chord Basics
A chord, in music, is any harmonic set of three or more
notes that is heard as if sounding simultaneously. The most
frequently encountered chords are triads. A triad is a set of
three notes that can be stacked in thirds. When stacked in
thirds, the triad's members, from lowest pitched tone to
highest, are called: the Root, the Third, and the Fifth.

Triad Type

Chord Inversion

Chord Name

There are following basic triad types:

We define this chord its root is not in the bass (i.e., is not the
lowest note) as an inversion chord. When the root is in the
bass, we call the chord: root-position chord. If we put the
Third and Fifth in the root position, then it forms Inversion,
we call this chord Inversion Chord. See the following major
triad and its inverted chord.

The chord name contains two parts content: Chord root and
Chord type.

Major Triad

Minor Triad

Augmented
Triad

Diminished
Triad

A root with a major third added above and a
perfect Fifth will consist as a Major Triad.

A root with a minor third added above and a
perfect fifth will consist as a Minor Triad.

A root with a major third added above and an
augmented fifth will consist as an Augmented
Triad.

A root with a minor third added above and a
diminished fifth will consist as a Diminished
Triad.











One Touch Setting
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Press button to turn this mode on and the O.T.S.

Flag lighten on the LCD.

Press any of the ~ button, it will load the

relative type of parameter to be suited for the current style.

A.B.C. mode is automatically turned on during O.T.S. Mode.

[O.T.S.]

[M1] [M4]

Press any of the M1-M4 buttons, which is corresponded

to your desired setting.

When One Touch Setting is switched on, you can
instantly recall all auto accompaniment related
settings including voices selection and digital
effects simply with a single touch of a button.
In this function, 4 types of parameters (M1~M4)
will be loaded to match the current style.

Press button again to turn off the O.T.S. Mode.[O.T.S.]

The default parameters stored in the O.T.S. including:

Voice R1, Voice R2, Voice L, Octave , Voice R1 Volume,

Voice R2 Volume, Chorus Level, Reverb Level.
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Record

3 user songs can be recorded in the piano with 6 tracks

(1 ACCOMP track, 5 MELODY tracks) in each song.

Hold down and button, then power

on the piano, all recorded data will be erased.

[RECORD] [PLAY/BACK]

STYLE
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Press the three buttons together

Record Song

Press the button for the first time to enter the

user song selection mode. The LCD displays the current

song name and number.

Use the or button and l to select one

you want to record.

[RECORD]

[+/YES] [-/NO] DIA























Song

Lesson 3
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Press button in LESSON 2 to enter the

LESSON 3 mode.

In LESSON 3 mode, it will score your practice by the

correction of the time value and note.

Press button to start to practise.

[LESSON]

[START/STOP ]
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Chord Dictionary
If you know the name of a chord but don't know how to play it, you can use the Chord
Dictionary function.
It is ideal when you know the name of a certain chord and want to quickly learn how to play it.

DICT 1 (CHORD LEARNING MODE)

Press and hold the button for longer

than 2 seconds to enter DICT 1 mode.

In this mode, the keys above C4 are used to assign the

Chord Type, the keys above C6 are used to assign the

Chord Root.

[CHORD DICT./R]

When the Chord Type and Chord Root is confirmed,

The LCD will display the Chord and its keyboard

position.

For example, if we want to play a Cm7 Chord.

Press the C key in the section of the keyboard

labeled CHORDROOT. (The note does not note

sound) the root note you set will be shown on the

display.

Press the m7 key in the section of the keyboard which

has labeled CHORD TYPE (The note does not sound).

The notes you should pay for the specified chord

(root not and chord type) are shown in the display as the

notation and also in the keyboard diagram.

L&R

LESSON

CHORD
DICT.

LESSON 1

LESSON 1

LESSON 1

Notation of chord Chord name

(root and type)
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